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As “the world’s largest fictional language” (Okrand et al 2011:111), Klingon has more than 7,500
self-declared learners, between 20-100 fluent speakers, and at least one L1 learner (Okrent 2009).
This study investigates how L2 speakers of a constructed language realize stress in casual
conversation: Do they successfully acquire the unnatural stress pattern of Klingon?
Background: Linguist Marc Okrand, inventor of Klingon, informs us (pc. 2016) that the language
has an unnatural stress system by design: The language is iambic with stress normally falling on
the root. However, suffixed syllables ending in glottal stop attract stress (1) despite the fact that
glottal stop does not add any moraic weight to the syllable (2), additional constraints are placed on
verbs, not discussed here for reasons of space:
(1) a. [d͡ʒɪn.ˈmol] ‘a project’
b. [d͡ʒɪn.ˈmol.xom] ‘a minor project’
c. [d͡ʒɪn.ˈmol.xom.mej] ‘minor projects’
d. [d͡ʒɪn.mol.ˈvoʔ] ‘from a project’
h
h h
(2) a. [p aʔ] ‘a room’
b. [p at ] ‘system’ c. [phaw] ‘to arrive’
h
d. [p awʔ] ‘to collide’ e. *[phawth]
In (1d), despite other preceding syllables with sonorant codas, stress shifts to the syllable ending
in [ʔ], a shift not found with the suffixes in (1b, c). In (2), we see that [ʔ] is the only segment
permitted to follow an off-glide, suggesting that syllables in Klingon are maximally bimoraic, and
that [ʔ] is the only segment that does not associate with a mora (cf. Zec 1988, 1995; Shaw et al
1999; Oostendorp 2000; Kavitskaya 2002; Windsor 2012).
Predictions: Buckley (2003) and Moreton & Pater (2012) argue that the acquisition of artificial
phonological patterns provides a significant window to uncovering the learning biases for natural
language and show that artificial phonologies can easily be acquired. However, the ease of
phonological acquisition is argued to be inversely proportional to the complexity of the
representation. Similarly, Carroll & Windsor (2015), testing first exposure L2 learners of German,
argued that the lack of representational complexity facilitates target-like pronunciation in the L2.
In this talk, the Klingon stress system is argued to be representationally simple in that it relies on
segmental rules rather than prosodic structure. Therefore, it is predicted that that the Klingon stress
system can successfully be acquired by speakers and that any errors in stress production can be
attributed to discourse functions (eg. contrastive focus or emphasis).
Methodology: Recordings of spontaneous casual conversation between fluent L2 Klingon
speakers were transcribed orthographically. Using the rules of stress application from the Klingon
grammar (Okrand 1992), the transcription was annotated for predicted stress placement. The
recordings of spontaneous conversation were then assessed for the realization of stress in
production, and the predictions versus productions were contrasted. Where mismatches were
found, the type of error was noted. The sentence was then played for a fluent speaker who provided
pragmatic judgements on the potential error to see if it could be explained by discourse functions,
or if it truly represented an error. The data were analyzed in R (2013) using Fisher’s Exact Test.
Preliminary results and discussion: Our preliminary results suggest that high-proficiency L2
speakers of Klingon have successfully acquired the unnatural stress patterns of that language, and
that deviation from the predicted stress patterns can almost entirely be explained by pragmatic
confounds such as contrastive focus, negation, or emphasis. These findings support prior results,
suggesting that artificial phonologies can be successfully be acquired (Buckley 2003; Moreton &
Pater 2012). These findings open the door for future studies on the developmental path of second
language learners acquiring an unnatural stress system and how quickly they do so.
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